University of Minnesota
School of Physics and Astronomy

GRADUATE WRITTEN EXAMINATION
Fall 2015 – PART I
Tuesday, August 25th, 2015 – 9:00 am to 1:00 pm

Part 1 of this exam consists of 10 problems of equal weight. You will be graded on all 10
problems.
This is a closed-book examination. You may use a calculator. A list of some physical constants
and properties that you may require is included. Please take a moment to review its contents
before starting the examination.
Please put your assigned CODE NUMBER (not your name or student ID) in the UPPER
RIGHT-HAND CORNER of each piece of paper that you submit, along with the relevant
problem number in the UPPER LEFT-HAND CORNER.
BEGIN EACH PROBLEM ON A FRESH SHEET OF PAPER, so that no sheet contains
work for more than one problem.
USE ONLY ONE SIDE of the paper; if you require more than one sheet, be sure to indicate,
“page 1”, “page 2”, etc., under the problem number already entered on the sheet.
Once completed, all your work should be put in the manila envelope provided, IN ORDER of
the problem numbers.

Constants

Symbols

values

Speed of light in vacuum

c

3.00108 m/s

Elementary charge

e

1.6010-19 C

Electron rest mass

me

9.1110-31 kg

Electron rest mass energy

mec2

0.511 MeV

Permeability constant

o

1.2610-6 H/m

Permeability constant/4π

o/4π

10-7 H/m

Proton rest mass

mp

1.6710-27 kg

Proton rest mass energy

mpc2

938 MeV

Neutron rest mass

mn

1.6810-27 kg

Neutron rest mass energy

mnc2

940 MeV

Planck constant

h

6.6310-34 Js

Gravitational constant

G

6.6710-11 m3/s2kg

Molar gas constant

R

8.31 J/molK

Avogadro constant

NA

6.021023 /mol

Boltzmann constant

kB

1.3810-23 J/K

Molar volume of ideal gas at STP

Vm

2.2410-2 m3/mol

Earth radius

RE

6.38106 m

Earth’s mass

ME

5.98×1024 kg

Earth-Sun distance

1 AU

1.501011 m

Stirling’s Approximation:

ln(N!) = Nln(N) – N +
(small corrections)

1. A posiitive point ch
harge q is fix
xed at a distaance a = 10 cm above a grounded annd conductinng
plane. An
n equal negaative charge −q is at a disstance b aboove the planee, on the seggment
perpendicular to the plane
p
that go
oes from thee plane to thee positive chharge. Compute the valuee of
b for whiich no force is acting on the negativee charge, negglecting gravvity.
2. Consiider a free Feermi gas con
nsisting of N spin ½ partticles of masss m in 2 dim
mensions,
confined to a square with area A = L2. (a) Fin
nd the Ferm
mi energy εF ((in terms of N
N, A, and m)), (b)
Derive a formula for the density of states. (H
Hint: You shoould find thaat it is a consstant,
dent of ε), (c)) Find the av
verage energ
gy per particlle in terms oof εF.
independ
3. An eleectron in a hydrogen
h
ato
om does not fall to the prroton becausse of quantum
m motion (w
which
may be accounted
a
for by the Heisenberg uncertainty relaation for an eelectron locaalized in the
volume with
w size r). This is true because
b
the absolute vallue of the Cooulomb poteential energyy
goes to minus
m
infinity
y with decreeasing distan
nce to the cennter r relativvely slowly, like −1/r. Is such
an “atom
m” stable for any potentiaal behaving as
a −1/rs? If nnot, find the range of vallues of s at w
which
the “atom
m” is stable, so that “the electron” do
oes not fall too the center..
4. Estim
mate the averaage velocity (in m/s) and
d the mean fr
free path (in m) of nitroggen moleculees in
this room
m. Hint: recaall that atmospheric presssure is abouut 105 N/m2.
5. A coaaxial cable off length l =1 m is made of
o two thin ccoaxial coppper cylinderss with
diameters a = 1 cm and
a b = 2 cm
m separated by
b air. At onee end of the cable the intternal and
external cylinders
c
aree connected by a short wire.
w
At the oother end intternal and exxternal cylinders
are conneected to opposite poles of
o a battery. The current runs on the external cyllinder to the
opposite end of the cable and theen returns baack to the batttery via the internal cylinder. Calcuulate
nry).
the cablee inductance L in H (Hen
6. A partticle of masss m can mov
ve in 1 spatiaal dimensionn x. Its wave function is
 a x ib
ibt
  x, t   Ne
N a, and b are
a positive constants.
c
Fiind the potenntial V (x) whhich governs the
where t is time, and N,
o this particlle. (Hint: tak
ke into accou
unt the discoontinuity in tthe slope of the wave
motion of
function at x = 0.)
7. Consiider the arran
ngement sho
own at right with
w a rectanngular cart
with masss M that can
n move horizzontally alon
ng a rail on m
massless
pulleys. A sphere wiith mass m iss attached to
o the cart by a massless
string of length L. If the string is always taut and there arre no
ve forces, wh
hat is the perriod of small oscillationss for the
dissipativ
sphere?
8. Consiider a particlle which has only two en
nergy states, E1 = 0, E2 = ε. (a) Com
mpute the aveerage
energy <E> of such particle in a reservoir with temperatture T. (b) C
Calculate thee heat capacity CV
h non-interaccting particles.
of a systeem of N such

9. A soliid cylinder with
w a uniforrm density haas a mass M
and radiu
us R is releassed with zero
o initial speeed from the
top of an
n inclined surrface, as sho
own in the fig
gure. (a)
Calculatee explicitly the
t moment of inertia off the
cylinder; (b) How lon
ng does it tak
ke for it to reach the
bottom of
o the surfacee, assuming that
t it rolls without
w
sliding? (c)
( Suppose a hollow cy
ylindrical sheell with the ssame mass M and radius R is released at
the same time as the cylinder. Does it reach the bottom oof the inclineed surface soooner or lateer
than the cylinder?
c
Ex
xplain your reasoning.


10. A paarticular Cheerenkov partiicle detectorr consists of a tank full oof water. A taau‐antineutrrino
passes th
hrough the deetector and collides
c
with
h a nucleus oof a hydrogenn atom in thee detector. T
The
tau-antin
neutrino and proton annih
hilate in the collision to pproduce an aanti‐tau and a neutron. ((a)
What is the
t minimum
m energy thee tau‐antineu
utrino needs tto have in thhe rest framee of the detecctor
in order for
f this interraction to hap
ppen? (b) Ussing the minnimum energgy from part (a), what is the
magnitud
de and directtion (with reespect to the incoming annti‐neutrino)) of the mom
mentum of thhe
2
produced
d anti‐tau? The
T anti‐tau has a mass of
o 1.8 GeV/cc . The protoon and neutroon each have a
mass of 0.9
0 GeV/c2. Assume
A
the antineutrino
o is masslesss.
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GRADUATE WRITTEN EXAMINATION
Fall 2015 – PART II
Wednesday, August 26th, 2015 – 9:00 am to 1:00 pm

Part 2 of this exam consists of 5 problems of equal weight. You will be graded on all 5
problems.
This is a closed-book examination. You may use a calculator. A list of some physical constants
and properties that you may require is included. Please take a moment to review its contents
before starting the examination.
Please put your assigned CODE NUMBER (not your name or student ID) in the UPPER
RIGHT-HAND CORNER of each piece of paper that you submit, along with the relevant
problem number in the UPPER LEFT-HAND CORNER.
BEGIN EACH PROBLEM ON A FRESH SHEET OF PAPER, so that no sheet contains
work for more than one problem.
USE ONLY ONE SIDE of the paper; if you require more than one sheet, be sure to indicate,
“page 1”, “page 2”, etc., under the problem number already entered on the sheet.
Once completed, all your work should be put in the manila envelope provided, IN ORDER of
the problem numbers.

Constants

Symbols

values

Speed of light in vacuum

c

3.00108 m/s

Elementary charge

e

1.6010-19 C

Electron rest mass

me

9.1110-31 kg

Electron rest mass energy

mec2

0.511 MeV

Permeability constant

o

1.2610-6 H/m

Permeability constant/4π

o/4π

10-7 H/m

Proton rest mass

mp

1.6710-27 kg

Proton rest mass energy

mpc2

938 MeV

Neutron rest mass

mn

1.6810-27 kg

Neutron rest mass energy

mnc2

940 MeV

Planck constant

h

6.6310-34 Js

Gravitational constant

G

6.6710-11 m3/s2kg

Molar gas constant

R

8.31 J/molK

Avogadro constant

NA

6.021023 /mol

Boltzmann constant

kB

1.3810-23 J/K

Molar volume of ideal gas at STP

Vm

2.2410-2 m3/mol

Earth radius

RE

6.38106 m

Earth’s mass

ME

5.98×1024 kg

Earth-Sun distance

1 AU

1.501011 m

Stirling’s Approximation:

ln(N!) = Nln(N) – N +
(small corrections)

1. A long linear soleenoid has len
ngth l, radiuss r, and n turrns per unit llength. The ssolenoid is ppart
of a circu
uit having a resistor
r
of reesistance R and
a a generaator of emf E
E. The emf off the generattor is
very slow
wly increased
d in such a way
w that the current I in the windinggs of the soleenoid grows as
I = a t, where
w
a is a small
s
positiv
ve constant and
a t is time.. (a) Compuute the total m
magnetic energy
inside thee solenoid. (b)
( Computee the induced
d electric fieeld inside and outside thee solenoid. ((c)
Computee the flux of the Poynting
g vector thro
ough the soleenoid (evaluuate B just innside the
solenoid)), and show that
t is is equ
ual to the rate of increasee with time oof the magneetic energy
inside thee solenoid. (d)
( When the current reaaches the vallue I0, the geenerator is sw
witched off.
Computee how the current evolvees from this time
t
on, andd show that eenergy is connserved.
2. You decide
d
to do a Rutherford
d-type scatteering experim
ment to find the composition of an
unknown
n material. You
Y shoot a beam
b
of oxygen nuclei (m
m=16mp, whhere mp is thhe proton maass)
at the maaterial, and find
fi that the oxygen
o
nucllei that are sccattered by 660° have 54%
% of their innitial
kinetic en
nergy. Whatt is the mass of the nucleeus that scatttered the oxyygen, in unitts of the protton
mass? You
Y can assum
me that the velocity
v
of th
he oxygen bbeam is muchh less than thhe speed of llight.
3. Consiider a particlle of mass m in an infinitte one
dimensio
onal potentiaal well of wid
dth 2L (i.e., V = 0 for −L
L
< x < L and
a is infinitee otherwise). (a) Compu
ute the
(properly
y normalized
d) eigenfuncttions and thee
correspon
nding eigeneenergies. (b)) Assume now that the
potential is perturbed
d by a small potential of height V0
and width
h 2a, where a ≤ L (see Figure).
F
Com
mpute the
corrections to the eig
genenergies to
t leading orrder in V0.
(c) Comp
pute the perturbed energies
in the lim
mit of a = L, and comparee them with the exact
solutionss in this limitt.
4. A mettallic ball wiith radius R is
i immersed
d and suspendded in a weaakly conductting
medium with a unifo
orm conductiivity σ in thee middle of a large metalllic vessel (ee.g., salty waater
in a metaallic bathtub)). (a) One wire
w from a battery
b
is attaached to the ball and thee second wiree is
attached to the vessell. Calculate the resistance of the meedia. You caan assume thhat the currennt is
sphericallly symmetriic around thee ball. (This is how a staandard plasm
ma probe testts the ionizattion
degree off a plasma.) (b) After thee ball is charrged to a chaarge Q0, the battery is disconnected aat t =
0 and thee ball discharrges with tim
me. Find how
w the ball chharge Q depeends on timee and the
characterristic time off this discharrge by writin
ng a simple ddifferential eequation for Q(t) (this
characterristic time is called the Maxwell
M
timee).
5. A hem
moglobin mo
olecule can bind
b
four O2 molecules. Assume thatt ε is the eneergy of each
bound O2, relative to O2 at rest att an infinite distance. Leet λ = exp(μ//kT) denote tthe absolute
activity of
o the free O2, where μ iss the chemiccal potential. (a) Find thhe appropriatte partition
function. (b) What iss the probability that onee and only one O2 is adsorbed on a hhemoglobin
moleculee? Carefully sketch the reesult qualitaatively as a fu
function of λ. (c) What iis the probabbility
that all fo
our O2 are ad
dsorbed? Sketch this resu
ult also as a function of λ.

